
After nearly a decade of challenges and change,  
a prominent print vendor underwent a pan-
European re-tender process. With a need for 
centralisation, cost savings, more efficient delivery, 
stock ownership and experience in complex 
customs across EMEA, the brief was difficult, but 
not insurmountable. Westcoast was successful in 
winning the business and the account has been 
turned around, achieving a CAGR of 52.81% over 
the last five years. Here’s how it happened. 

During the late 2000s, a prominent print vendor had 
localised Managed Print Service (MPS) across the UK  
and Western Europe, with relatively small suppliers  
working at a local level. After a few years, they chose  
to centralise much of the service, which had grown to  
42 partners, making it unmanageable. One of the secondary 
partners was expanding into retail sales, creating significant 
European growth, which resulted in them setting up their 
own small fulfilment centres in France, Spain, Germany  
and Italy. This partner was chosen as the European  
supplier for 50% of the work. 

Five years ago, this secondary partner acquired another 
partner, which was having difficulty managing inventory, 
making a big impact on cashflow. Customer forecasting  
was significantly inaccurate, so excess stock was being  
held, plus managing customer satisfaction and inventory  
at the same time was becoming an escalating challenge. 

Enter Westcoast, who acquired the merged partners  
18 months ago, just before the print vendor began  
a re-tender process to rationalise MPS across Europe. 
Competing bidders included DHL, Synchreon, UFP and  
other large global logistics companies. For Westcoast,  
there was everything to gain, but also the risk of losing 
everything they already had.

Tender requirements for  
centralisation included:

   Cost savings
   Ease of delivery
   Consistency across countries
   More competitive pricing for each country
   Moving capital ownership to distribution
   Experience in complex customs across Europe 

After a hard-fought tender process, Westcoast emerged 
successful and rollout began in December 2018,  
with a rapid upscale to meet customer demand  
during the transition period.

With inventory needing to be doubled or tripled in  
existing territories, as well as rolling out to many  
more international territories, the challenges came  
thick and fast:

   Hitting the inventory sweet spot, holding the 
minimum amount of stock to give perfect service

   IT platform expansion to accommodate growth
   Acquiring enough physical warehouse space across 
multiple territories

  Rapid recruitment of the right staff
   Overinvestment to show commitment and  
provide excellence

    Integrated response plan, to react quickly  
to any issues and challenges

    Transitioning the service from low quality 
incumbent suppliers, who were providing a  
poor service

   Transitioning the service from strong incumbent 
suppliers, who had good relationships and 
customers that needed winning over
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Westcoast developed a unified solution to support 
this new pan-European venture, recruiting four team 
members who were purely focused on MPS, yet still  
a core part of the wider business. As carriage is the  
most expensive element of the service, their primary 
function was to improve processes to save money by:

   Delivery and courier consolidation

   Customer orders streamlined into one shipment  
when multiple alerts come from the same company

   Proactive customer relationship, integrating  
with the print vendor to improve process

Although a relatively low-cost item, print supplies  
are fundamental to the smooth running of many 
businesses. The impact of new toner failing to reach  
the end user could mean a distribution company  
being unable to print dispatch notes or orders.  
It could be a retailer being unable to change  
the prices on their shelves. 

Another opportunity 

The MPS work recently led to more opportunities,  
as Westcoast was recommended to another print vendor 
as a direct result. The tender was for European MPS  
work again, but this time the vendor currently owned 
all the stock, as well as managing all stock levels and 
shipments. There was also involvement from resellers  
and fulfilment partners.

After another tender success, Westcoast began the 
process of improvements, with challenges that included:

   A non-centralised service meant communications 
across all countries

   Managing the credit risk for each individual  
country level 

   Working to stock resellers and end users

   Exploring ways to streamline orders and become  
as efficient as possible

Fulfilment figures

Orders Value

2013 90k £15M

2014 180k £61.2M

2015 359k £67.5M

2016 385k £70M

2017 393k £78M

2018 400k £82M

2019 625k £125M

Performance figures 

Orders Value

2018 100k £5M

2019 380k £25M

For resellers, the benefits of using Westcoast as an MPS 
is that they remove the burden of stock. They can focus 
on selling and building the business, without needing to 
worry about fulfilment. 


